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Hypoplastic simulation of normal faults without and with clay smears
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Abstract

The main objective of the present paper is to simulate the tectonic evolution of normal faults by means of hypoplasticity. This constitutive
concept is introduced with state limits for sand-like and clay-like materials. Combined with conservation laws, and initial and boundary con-
ditions, hypoplastic relations provide normal fault patterns, which are validated by model tests. For a cross section of the Lower Rhenish Basin
with synsedimentary subsidence, the observed normal fault pattern is essentially reproduced. A realistic evolution of a single normal fault with
the distortion of a clay layer into a clay smear is also obtained. The potential of our method for other tectonic simulations is indicated.

Animations of calculated evolutions are available in the Internet via http://www.ibf.uni-karlsruhe.de/material.html.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There are striking similarities of soil deformations in
a model box and tectonic deformations in the earth crust.
This led to definitions of fault and shear systems, which are
widely recognized in structural geology. Limit state plasticity
concepts of soil mechanics are used for estimating stress fields
from observed fault patterns (Mandl, 1988). This approach
leaves open a number of questions:

� what is the influence of pressure and density,
� what is the role of time and viscosity,
� why do shear band patterns arise, and
� what kind of simulations can substitute model tests?

A key issue is the constitutive relations describing the me-
chanical behaviour of formation materials. Critical State Soil
Mechanics (CSSM, Schoefield and Wroth, 1968) goes beyond
conventional limit state plasticity. For critical states with sta-
tionary shearing, a pressure independent ratio of deviatoric
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and mean stress is proposed with a friction angle 4c, and
a void ratio ec that decreases linearly with the logarithm of ef-
fective pressure p0. For isotropic first compression, a higher
void ratio ei depends likewise on p0. For higher than critical
stress ratios, dilated shearing and the same decrease of e
with higher p0 is proposed. A lower bound void ratio was later
proposed by Schoefield (2001) and related with tensile crack-
ing. Various elastoplastic relations based on CSSM are used in
geotechnical engineering.

Taking over CSSM for simulation of tectonic deformations
would reveal some shortcomings: the linear e-log p0 depen-
dence can fail for big p0, the lower e-bound can only be reached
by decompression, and viscous effects are not allowed for. Hy-
poplastic relations imply state limits as asymptotic solutions
(Gudehus, 1996), and were extended by polar terms for shear
localizations (Tejchman and Gudehus, 2001). Such sand-like
materials are introduced in Section 2. Clays are markedly
rate-dependent as their particles are squashy, so they reveal
creep and relaxation. Visco-plastic relations on the base of
CSSM have been proposed for them (Adachi and Oka, 1982),
but have as yet been scarcely used. Visco-hypoplastic relations
(Niemunius, 2003) have a wider range of application. They rep-
resent clay-like materials and are introduced in Section 3.
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Normal faulting can be considered as a touchstone for the
use of hypoplasticity for tectonic deformations. This is first
shown in Section 4 for initially homogeneous formations.
Swarms of normal shear bands have been observed in model
sand boxes, e.g. Wolf et al. (2003). We obtain such realistic
shear band patterns that they can substitute model tests and
provide more insight. For field-size problems finite element
mesh sizes down to a few grain diameters are neither feasible
nor necessary. For a known case of synsedimentary subsidence,
realistic swarms of normal and antithetic faults are obtained.

A mechanism for the evolution of clay smears in normal
faults was proposed by Lehner and Pilaar (1995). They postu-
late a viscous extrusion by a pressure gradient from the far-
field towards the fault. As shown in Section 5, we obtain
a combination of extrusion and shearing and a pressure gradi-
ent towards the fault. Furthermore, we obtain an asymptic clay
smear thickness and a continued widening of the fault, and
increasing swarms of antithetic shears. This is validated by
observations (Weber et al., 1978).

Conclusions and an outlook are given in Section 6. It ap-
pears that the questions raised at the onset of this Introduction
can be answered more and more by means of hypoplastic sim-
ulations. Tectonic deformations more complex than normal
faulting could also be grasped.

2. Hypoplastic behaviour of psammoids

A psammoid (Greek psammos¼ sand) is an idealized sub-
stitute of a granular soilelike silt, sand or gravel. Granular
permanence is assumed, i.e. changes of grains except for plas-
tic flats at their contacts are neglected. Three limit void ratios
depend on the mean solid partial pressure ps as shown in
Fig. 1a. The upper bound ei denotes e for an isotropic com-
pression starting from a very loose state, ec is the critical
void ratio for stationary shearing, and ed denotes a lower
bound approached by cyclic shearing with constant ps and
small strain amplitudes.

The curves of Fig. 1a are described (Bauer, 1996) by

ei

eio

¼ ec

eco

¼ ed

edo

¼ exp

�
�
�

3ps

hc

�n�
: ð1Þ

The granular hardness hs ranges from ca. 10 MPa to
10 GPa, and the exponent n from ca. 0.3 to 0.6. The prefactors
eio, eco and edo have nearly constant ratios, eio/eco z 1.1 and
edo/eco z 0.6, so only eco is needed. A relative void ratio

re ¼ ðe� ecÞ=ðe� edÞ; ð2Þ

is defined by the actual e and the ps-dependent limit values ec

and ed.
The stress state of the grain skeleton is described by a ten-

sor. With cylindrical symmetry, like in a triaxial apparatus, ax-
ial and radial components ss1 and ss2¼ ss3 can be represented
in a plane (Fig. 1b), and substituted by ps¼ (ss1þ 2ss2)/3 and
a deviatoric angle js ¼ atan

ffiffiffi
2
p
ðss1 � ss2Þ=3ps. Hypoplastic

relations express skeleton stress rates as functions of stress,
void ratio and strain rate, viz.
_ssi ¼ fs

�
Lij3j þ ra

e NiD
�
; ð3Þ

with summation in j and i¼ 1,2 for cylindrical symmetry.
_31 and _32 ¼ _33 can be substituted by the rate of volume change
_3v ¼ _31 þ 2_32, and a direction angle j3 ¼ atan

ffiffiffi
2
p
ð_31 � _32Þ=_3v,

Fig. 1c. D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
_32
1 þ 2_32

2

q
denotes the modulus of strain rate. Lij

and Ni are functions of js and the critical friction angle 4c. fs
is determined by Eq. (1) and therefore proportional to hs and
(rs/hs)

1�n. For state limits, simple relations hold between j_3,
js and re, Fig. 1d and e. For an isotropic compression from
e¼ eio0 (i), js ¼ j_3 ¼ 0 holds with re¼ (eio� eco)/(eco� edo).

For stationary shearing at critical states, i.e. j_3 ¼ �90
�

and
_ssi ¼ 0 the stress condition reads

ðss1� ss2Þ2=ðss1 þ ss2Þ2¼ sin2 4c: ð4Þ
This means two different js for axial shortening and

stretching (c and �c). e¼ ec means re¼ 1. Axial splitting
with ss2 / 0 and _31/0 and discing with ss1¼ 0 and _32/0
are unattainable extreme cases with re¼ 0 (d and �d). For
peak states in between critical states and splitting Eq. (4) holds
with a peak friction angle 4p instead of 4c and with dilation.

State limits are asymptotic solutions of Eq. (3) for a given
j_3 and can therefore be called attractors (whereas they are as-
sumed a priori in elastoplastic relations). This concept works
also for other than cylindrically symmetric deformations, in
particular simple shearing, and has been validated (Gudehus,
2006). It implies shear localization for peak states in two con-
jugate planes inclined by ca. 45� e 4p/2 against the ss1-axis
for cylindrical shortening. Splitting or discing may be inter-
preted as anomalous shear localization with 4p¼ 90�.

Evolutions of state and shape of representative volume ele-
ments (RVE) can be simulated numerically with the hypoplas-
tic relation (3). An initial state has to be assumed within the
allowed range of stresses and void ratios. Two of the four com-
ponents ss1, ss2, 31 and 32 can be given as time-dependent
boundary conditions, and two can be calculated using
Eq. (3). Other than with elastoplastic relations, strength and
stiffness are thus derived and not assumed a priori.

Shear bands arise throughout an RVE beyond a peak state
so that it is no more homogeneous. This can be modelled by
hypoplasticity with finite elements and different sophistica-
tions, e.g. for stretching of a strip between two smooth plates
with constant lateral pressure (Fig. 2a). A zig-zag pattern with
reflections at the plates is obtained by means of Eq. (3) if
e< ec holds at the onset. e tends to ec in the bands; in the
end, the whole strip attains a critical state. One can approxi-
mate the overall behaviour using Eq. (4) with a peak friction
angle 4p instead of 4c and with spatial averages ss1; ss2 and
e of the state variables.

These findings are partly mesh dependent. Peak stress ratios
and shear band inclinations can be obtained realistically if the
mesh is not too coarse. However, the width of primary shear
bands is determined by the element size, and more so the sub-
sequent evolution. This lack of objectivity can be overcome by
polar quantities (Gudehus and Nübel, 2004). The shear band
width is restricted to ca. 5e15 grain diameters by the
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Fig. 1. State limits of a psammoid: (a) void ratio vs. skeleton pressure, (b) skeleton stress plane, (c) strain rates, (d) relative void ratio vs. stress direction, and (e)

strain rate direction vs. stress direction.
resistance to strong relative rotations. With this extension the
calculated evolution of patterns, e.g. Fig. 2b, is more realistic
(cf. Desrues, 1998). In between the size of ca. 10 grains and
the height of the strip the pattern has no preferred scale, it is
fractal. This justifies the neglection of polar quantities if the
finite elements are far bigger than the grains and far smaller
than the strip height such as in Fig. 2a. This may be sufficient
for modelling tectonic changes of state and shape, but details
of shear bands are thus not grasped.

3. Visco-hypoplastic behaviour of peloids

Peloids (Greek pelos¼ clay) have finer, softer and more an-
gular particles than psammoids. As shown in Fig. 3a, their
Fig. 2. Shear bands in a stretched psammoid rectangle, calculated without (a) and with polar terms (b).
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Fig. 3. (a) Limit void ratios of a peloid vs. pressure for constant strain rates D, and (b) critical void ratios for different strain rates.
limit void ratios for isotropic compression (i) and stationary
shearing (c) are higher therefore than for psammoids with
low pressure ps, and lower for high ps. Niemunius (2003)
uses the approximation

ln

�
1þ er

1þ e

�
¼ l lnðps=prÞ; ð5Þ

with a compression index l and reference values pr and e¼ er

for ps¼ pr. Other than by Eq. (1) pr is not objective, Eq. (5)
fails for ps / 0 and ps / N, and a lower bound ed is not
specified. Nevertheless Eqs. (5) and (1) can agree fairly well
in the working range with hs¼ pr/2.7 and l ¼ ecrn:

As shown in Fig. 3b, for stationary shearing the limit void
ratios are argotropic, i.e. velocity-dependent. This is due to
thermally activated dislocations in solid particles. This can
be captured by means of the argotropic reference pressure

pr ¼ prrðD=DrÞIv ; ð6Þ

with the stretching rate D, a reference rate Dr, a reference pres-
sure prr for D¼Dr and the viscosity index Iv which ranges
from ca. 0.02 to 0.05 for lowly to highly plastic clays. The
stress ratio at critical states is given by Eq. (4) with a rate-
independent critical friction angle 4c ranging from ca. 10� to
30� for highly to lowly plastic clays. Combining Eq. (4)
with Eq. (5) and (b) for a given e leads to

s1� s2 ¼
6 sin 4c

3� sin 4c

peðD=DrÞIv ð7Þ

with an e-equivalent pressure pe by inversion of Eq. (5), with
prr instead of pe (Eq. (7)), Eq. (7) agrees with Norton’s creep
law for solids. The dependence of stress obliquity js on j3 for
state limits as plotted in Fig. 1e is taken over to peloids. The
equivalent pressure equals the mean one, pe¼ ps, for state
limits with D¼Dr.

As with water-saturated psammoids, the total pressure p of
a peloid is related with pore water pressure pw and mean skel-
eton pressure ps by
p¼ psþ pw; ð8Þ

and only ps is related with deformations of the skeleton. This
holds true as mineral particles are neutral with respect to pw. If
volume changes are very slow pw is determined by hydraulic
boundary conditions.

The visco-hypoplastic relations of Niemunius (2003) can be
written as

_ssi ¼ fs

�
Lij _ej �

�
ps

pe

�1=Iv

NiDr

�
; ð9Þ

with i¼ 1,2 for cylindrical symmetry and summation for
j¼ 1,2. Lij and Ni are the same functions of js and 4c, and
fs is the same function of ps, as for psammoids by Eq. (3).
pe¼ ps holds for state limits with D¼Dr, the same depen-
dence of pe on e and js is used also for other states. State
limits are again obtained as asymptotic solutions or attractors
for given strain rates. Creep is obtained from Eq. (9) for con-
stant skeleton stress, i.e. _ssi ¼ 0. It is contractant and slowing
down (often called primary) for lower than critical, stationary
(secondary) for critical jjsj and accelerating with dilation (ter-
tiary) for more than critical jjsj. Relaxation is obtained by Eq.
(9) for _3i ¼ 0.

Shear localization can be obtained principally as with
psammoids, but pore water and viscosity of the solid play
a bigger role. The low permeability prevents seepage and
causes changes of pw for rapid shearing with constant p
even if it is localized to narrow bands. Splitting with zero skel-
eton pressure normal to cracks may again be considered as an
anomalous extreme case with 4p / 90�. It requires more rapid
shearing for lower densities, and big enough negative pw for
cavitation. Thus, the interaction of solid particle skeleton
and pore water requires a sophisticated analysis for rapid tec-
tonic deformations. In this paper, we consider only slow defor-
mations so that pw may be assumed as hydrostatic. As with
psammoids, details of shear band patterns could be obtained
with additional polar quantities. In the sequel we consider
spatial averages of finite element meshes, which are by several
orders of magnitude wider than a few solid particles.
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4. Simulated normal faults in homogeneous formations

Stretching of a small dry psammoid strip with free surface
was simulated with polar quantities (Gudehus and Nübel,
2004), Fig. 4. The element size is about two grain diameters,
so details of shear bands can be modelled. A layer height of 50
and length of 200 elements render possible a good resolution.
The average initial relative void ratio was lower than critical, 0
< re < 1. A realistic spatial fluctuation of re was generated by
means of random numbers. An initial stress field was gener-
ated by stepwise increase of gravity from 0 to g. The average
components are proportional to depth z,

ss1 ¼ rgz; ss2 ¼ K0ss1; ð10Þ

with r¼ rse/(1þ e) from solid density rs, and
K0 z 1� sin 4c. The calculated initial spatial fluctuation of
skeleton stress is negligible.

A minute pressure ps in the uppermost nodal points pre-
vents numerical problems with ps¼ 0. The left wall is fixed
and perfectly smooth, it serves as a symmetry line. The base
is stretched uniformly, the right wall is perfectly smooth and
moves with the base. With 10% stretching a zig-zag pattern
of shear bands is achieved, it is visualised by strips of in-
creased re, Fig. 4a. With 20% stretching (b) a critical state
with re¼ 1 is reached in the primary shear bands, and second-
ary bands arise between them. Graben-like offsets at the free
surface follow the primary shear bands.

The average of the relative void ratio increases with stretch-
ing, and also its spatial fluctuation. This confirms the assump-
tion that the initial fluctuation is bigger for a higher initial
average re. The spatial fluctuation of the horizontal pressure
increases with stretching, whereas it remains negligible for
the vertical pressures. The average shear band inclination
and stress ratio are

Qaz45� þ4p=2; ss2=ss2ztan2
�
45� �4p=2

�
; ð11Þ

with a peak friction angle 4p depending on re. Numerical prob-
lems prevented a simulation beyond 20% stretching. It appears
that the strip tends to an overall critical state with fluctuations
over lengths from a few grains to the layer height. These
findings do not depend on the element width if this is nearly
as small as the grain size.

Similar observations were made in model tests. With other
boundary conditions the agreement of calculated and observed
shear band patterns is even better (Gudehus and Nübel, 2004).
This means than one may substitute tectonic sandbox experi-
ments by hypoplastic simulations, and can get more insight.
This holds true at least for plane strain; for three-dimensional
deformations, the computer capacity is still a limiting factor.

For a field-size layer with similar initial and boundary con-
ditions, Fig. 5, the mesh size must be bigger by orders of mag-
nitude than the grain size. The psammoid may be water
saturated with hydrostatic pore water pressure. A pattern of
shear bands arises with ca. 10% stretching; in the bands criti-
cal states are nearly reached (a). With ca. 20% stretching the
pattern gets more marked, and graben-like offsets at the free
surface indicate the outcrops of primary shear bands (b).
The average stress ratio can be estimated by Eq. (11b), but
the inclination is lower than by Eq. (11a) for a big stretching.

Shear band thickness and spatial resolution are given by the
mesh size. The fluctuations increase with stretching qualita-
tively, as in Fig. 4 with a finer resolution fluctuations with
smaller wavelengths would be produced. For an objective lower
cut-off the finest meshes should be calculated with polar quan-
tities. The upper bound of fluctuation wavelengths is the layer
thickness. This is similar as with the strip squeezed between
two smooth plates, Fig. 2. With continued stretching the layer
tends to an overall critical state and rather fractal fluctuations.

Fig. 5 suggests that tectonic deformations can also be sim-
ulated with other boundary conditions if a resolution down to
a few grains is not intended. This holds true also for peloids
with nearly constant stretching rates if these are low enough
so that pore water pressures remain nearly hydrostatic (cf. Sec-
tion 3). For a first approximation a composite of psammoids
and peloids could be substituted by a homogeneous body
with average hypoplastic parameters. The boundary conditions
could be more realistic than for Fig. 5, but they remain partly
fictitious. They can be justified by comparison of calculated
and observed fault patterns. This is a kind of validation if
the formation materials reveal rather hypoplastic behaviour,
provided that the calculated pattern is robust with respect to
indiscernible details of boundary conditions.
Fig. 4. Shear bands of a small psammoid layer for ca. 10% (a) and 20% (b) stretching, calculated with polar terms.
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Fig. 5. Shear bands of a field-size psammoid layer with 10% (a) and 20% stretching (b), calculated without polar terms.
Synsedimentary subsidence and stretching may serve as an
example (Karcher, 2003). Cross section and average parame-
ters are adapted to the Lower Rhenish Basin West of Cologne
(Knufinke and Kothen, 1995). Initial and boundary conditions
are assumed as shown in Fig. 6a and b. Right of a symmetry
line, a weightless hill upon a horizontal layer with gravity
and rez0:2 (dense) constitutes the initial state. Alongside
with an increasing subsidence of the base towards the middle,
and thus with stretching right of its turning point, the weight of
the hill is increased up to the real amount. The latter
Fig. 6. Simulated synsedimentary faulting; initial (a) and final (b) configuration, and (c) pattern of shear zones.
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corresponds to syntectonic sedimentation, and leads to an re,
which is somewhat reduced by compressive creep within
2� 107 years.

The calculated fault pattern is shown in Fig. 6c by intensi-
ties of dilation. A swarm of normal faults can be seen in the
range of maximal base stretching. They dip towards the mid-
dle with an average angle by Eq. (11a), and less towards the
base. Less marked swarms of antithetic faults appear left
and right of the normal ones. The distance of the latter is about
1/4 of the original layer thickness, this can also be seen from
steps at the outcrops. In the shear bands, the material is dilated
up to critical states, and their thickness equals the mesh size.

The calculated pattern has a lot in common with the one
documented by Knufinke and Kothen (1995), Fig. 7. Normal
faults right of the deepest subsidence dip towards the same.
The reported dip angles are slightly lower than the calculated
ones, and lower near the base. Minor swarms of antithetic
faults have also been found. The distance of main faults is big-
ger than 1/4 of the sediment thickness, but faults are also in the
rock base. Left of the deepest subsidence the main dip is not
symmetric as assumed in our simulation. The rather good
agreement could only be achieved with the boundary condi-
tions of Fig. 6a and b. It appears that a better agreement cannot
be achieved with the assumed homogeneity and symmetry.

5. Simulated evolution of a clay smear

Consider a section of two psammoid layers with a thinner
peloid layer in between, which is subjected to normal
faulting, Fig. 8. Initially (a) the shape may be undistorted,
the skeleton stress may be given by gravity and the ratio
ssh=ssvz1� sin 4c. The relative void ratios may be re z and
., the pore water may exist and continue to do so in
a hydrostatic state. The base may be dislocated without dila-
tion, left and right smooth walls follow this relative displace-
ment, and the top skeleton pressure is assumed to remain
unchanged.

These boundary conditions represent an imposed normal
faulting. The clay seam in the middle is so thin as against
the total height and width that its evolution is mainly deter-
mined by far-field pressure and dislocation, and not by more
details of far-field boundary conditions. Further steps of the
calculated evolution of shape indicate a widening fault and
a thinning clay smear, Fig. 8bed. Crosses for principal skele-
ton stress reveal a reduction of pressure towards the clay
smear, and a deviation of the ss1-direction from the vertical
as in the far-field, so that it makes ca. 45� with the fault.

The obtained changes of fault width df and clay smear
thickness dc with offset s referred to the initial clay layer
height hc are plotted in Fig. 9. For large s/hc, the calculated
df/hs increases almost linearly with s/hc (a), whereas dc/hc at-
tains an asymptote (b). The peloid in the clay smear is slightly
dilated to a critical state of stationary shearing, and the neigh-
bouring psammoid reaches such states in the shear bands. The
principal stress direction makes an angle of ca. 45� with the
shearing direction.

The mechanism for large deformations may be simplified
as follows. With a further offset in the direction of the normal
fault this is widened. A corresponding part of the source clay
layer enters the fault, whereas the central part of the clay
smear experiences stationary shearing. Dilation towards the
critical state has a minor influence on the kinematics. More
precisely speaking, the shearing is localized in rather fractal
swarms of normal and antithetic shear bands. The latter extend
beyond the fault where the overall dilation is smaller. In the
clay smear, the major principal stress is inclined by about
Fig. 7. Cross section of the Lower Rhenish Basin, simplified from Knufinke and Kothen (1995).
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Fig. 8. Initial state (a) and simulated normal faulting with small (b), moderate (c) and bigger offset (d). Crosses indicate principal stresses.
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Fig. 9. Increase of fault width df (a) and decrease of clay smear thickness dc (b) with offset s referred to clay layer height hc, from the simulation of Fig. 8.
45� þ 4c=2 against the fault normal. The adjacent sand has the
same normal and shear stress along the contact, but a higher
critical friction angle 4c. The far-field stress remains nearly
the one prior to the dislocation.

This mechanism is similar to the one proposed by Lehner
and Pilaar (1995). They postulate a linearly viscous extrusion
of clay from the source layer into the fault by a pressure gradi-
ent towards the same. They obtain the pressure gradient by as-
suming an isotropic far-field pressure; we calculate it with the
lower stiffness and strength of peloids as against psammoids.
The kinematics of Fig. 8 may be interpreted as a combination
of extrusion and shearing. Our viscosity by Eq. (7) is strongly
non-linear.

Our model produces some important features, which seem to
be realistic. With increasing offset the clay smear thickness sat-
urates at ca. 15% of the source layer thickness, whereas the fault
gets wider and wider. Antithetic shear bands arise in the fault
and in its vicinity. A detailed record of a fault with a clay smear
provides a partial validation, Fig. 10. Pure shearing in the mid-
dle is clearly visible, and more antithetic shears on the dipping
side than opposite of it. More details down to Riedels could be
reproduced by local remeshing with polar quantities, cf. Figs. 4
and 5. The experience that clay smears work as sealings inde-
pendent of the offset may serve as validation of the predicted
asymptote in Fig. 9b.

6. Conclusions and outlook

Several features of normal faulting can be modelled by
means of hypoplastic relations. These produce state limits as
asymptotic states for monotonous deformations, ranging
from isotropic compression via isochoric shearing to axial
splitting or discing. Sand-like materials (psammoids) have
a far higher solid hardness hs and a higher critical friction
angle 4c than clay-like ones (peloids). The latter have
a rate-dependent hs, which corresponds to Norton’s non-linear
viscosity for stationary shearing and can cause creep or relax-
ation. Permanent particles are assumed, which may be justified
for slow tectonic deformations. The few material parameters
can be easily determined.

Peak states imply a reduction of deviator stress with further
shearing, and localization to narrow bands where the material
attains a stationary state (named critical). The band width is
limited by the resistance against mutual grain rotations. With
this polar extension, realistic patterns of normal shear bands
in a small stretched psammoid rectangle are obtained down
to bands of a few grains thickness. For bigger rectangles rather
realistic primary shear band patterns and stress ratios can be
obtained without polar terms. This holds also true with peloids
if the stretching rate is slow enough so that the pore water
pressure remains hydrostatic, which may be assumed for
slow tectonic deformations.

Swarms of normal and antithetic faults can be obtained
with initially homogeneous formations. For a psammoid layer
with lower than critical relative void ratio, a free surface and
stretching of the base between two smooth walls, a primary
pattern of two swarms of normal faults and graben-type offsets
at the outcrops are produced. This simulation and similar ones
are confirmed by model tests, which can thus be substituted.
For large in situ formations mesh sizes of a few grains are
neither feasible nor necessary. This is demonstrated with an
example of synsedimentary subsidence and stretching. Realis-
tic swarms of normal and antithetic faults are obtained.

A normal fault with a clay smear is generated by dislocat-
ing a psammoid block with a thin peloid layer. With continued
offset the clay smear thickness stabilizes at ca. 15% of the
source layer thickness, whereas the fault gets wider. This
mechanism is confirmed by field evidence and goes beyond
the one proposed by Lehner and Pilaar (1995). It appears
that other and more complex tectonic simulations could be
carried out realistically with hypoplastic constitutive relations.
2D sand box tests can be simulated, up to details of shear
bands with dilation, and more insight can be obtained than
with measurements. For 3D cases and for typical in situ di-
mensions remeshing will be needed if shear bands of some
grains thickness are to be grasped.

When relating the evolutions of state and shape hypoplastic
simulations require a definition of initial state and boundary
conditions. Hypoplastic state limits are of use to determine
material parameters, and make the calculations robust with re-
spect to inevitable uncertainties. State limits are attractors of
the hypoplastic relations for representative volume elements.
Similarly, shear patterns in the earth crust may be represented
by attractors in the large.
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Fig. 10. A clay smear documented by Weber et al. (1978).
The time scale enters via filtration of pore water and via
non-linear viscosity of peloids. For slow tectonic deformations
hydrostatic pore water pressure pw may be assumed, but creep
and relaxation of peloids can produce substantial changes of
shape and state. Other mechanisms can arise with non-hydro-
static pw and related seepage forces. For instance, seismic
shear waves can produce a temporary suspension or water
film, so that layers are separated (Gudehus et al., 2004). A
high pw gradient across a clay smear can lead to an erosion
breakthrough and a rise of mud in the fault. In all such cases
hypoplastic simulations can be of use.
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